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Summary
Background The optimum endocrine treatment for postmenopausal women with advanced hormone-receptor-
positive breast cancer that has progressed on non-steroidal aromatase inhibitors (NSAIs) is unclear. The aim of the
SoFEA trial was to assess a maximum double endocrine targeting approach with the steroidal anti-oestrogen
fulvestrant in combination with continued oestrogen deprivation.

Methods In a composite, multicentre, phase 3 randomised controlled trial done in the UK and South Korea,
postmenopausal women with hormone-receptor-positive breast cancer (oestrogen receptor [ER] positive, progesterone
receptor [PR] positive, or both) were eligible if they had relapsed or progressed with locally advanced or metastatic
disease on an NSAI (given as adjuvant for at least 12 months or as first-line treatment for at least 6 months).
Additionally, patients had to have adequate organ function and a WHO performancestatus of 0-2. Participants were
randomly assigned (1:1:1) to receive fulvestrant (500 mg intramuscular injection on day 1, followed by 250 mg doses
on days 15 and 29, and then every 28 days) plus daily oral anastrozole (1 mg); fulvestrant plus anastrozole-matched
placebo; or daily oral exemestane (25 mg). Randomisation was done with computer-generated permuted blocks, and
stratification was by centre and previous use of an NSAI as adjuvant treatmentor for locally advanced or metastatic
disease. Participants and investigators were aware of assignmentto fulvestrant or exemestane, but not ofassignment
to anastrozole or placebo. The primary endpoint was progression-free survival (PFS). Analyses were by intention to
treat. This trial is registered with ClinicalTrials.gov, numbers NCT00253422 (UK) and NCT00944918 (South Korea).

Findings Between March 26, 2004, and Aug 6, 2010, 723 patients underwent randomisation: 243 were assigned to
receive fulvestrant plus anastrozole, 231 to fulvestrant plus placebo, and 249 to exemestane. Median PFS was
4-4 months (95% CI 3-4—5-4) in patients assigned to fulvestrant plus anastrozole, 4-8 months (3-6-5-5) in those
assigned to fulvestrant plus placebo, and 3-4 months (3- 0-4-6) in those assigned to exemestane. No difference was
recorded between the patients assigned to fulvestrant plus anastrozole and fulvestrant plus placebo (hazard ratio
1-00, 95% CI 0-83-1- 21; log-rank p=0-98), or between those assigned to fulvestrant plus placebo and exemestane
(0-95, 0-79-1-14; log-rank p=0-56). 87 serious adverse events were reported: 36 in patients assigned to fulvestrant
plus anastrozole, 22 in those assignedto fulvestrant plus placebo, and 29 in those assigned to exemestane. Grade 3-4
adverse events were rare; the most frequent were arthralgia (three in the group assignedto fulvestrant plus anastrozole;
seven in that assigned to fulvestrant plus placebo; eight in that assigned to exemestane), lethargy (three; 11; 11), and
nausea or vomiting(five; two; eight).

Interpretation After loss of response to NSAIs in postmenopausal women with hormone-receptor-positive advanced
breast cancer, maximum double endocrine treatment with 250 mg fulvestrant combined with oestrogen deprivation
is no better than either fulvestrant alone or exemestane.

Funding Cancer Research UK and AstraZeneca.

Introduction

The optimum endocrine treatment for postmenopausal
women with advanced hormone-receptor-positive breast
cancer that has progressed during treatment with non-
steroidal aromatase inhibitors (NSAIs) is unclear.’ The
steroidal aromatase inactivator exemestane’’ and the

steroidal oestrogen-receptor downregulator fulvestrant*’
have been recognised standards of care in this setting.
The phase 3 EFECTtrial’ showed nodifferencein clinical
efficacy between these two treatments for patients with
oestrogen receptor (ER)-positive metastatic breast cancer
in the first-line and second-line settings.
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Treatment options in the setting of acquired
resistance to NSAIs in ER-positive advanced breast
cancer have changed since the results of the BOLERO-2
trial were reported.’* This trial showed that progression-
free survival (PFS) was longer with the combination of
exemestane and the mTORantagonist everolimus than
with exemestane alone.’ However, whether double

endocrine targeting would be more effective than a
partially non-cross-resistant endocrine agent in the
setting of acquired resistance is unclear. Preclinical
studies’” have suggested that the efficacy of
fulvestrant could be increased in a low oestrogen
environment. As a competitive antagonist for ER,
oestradiol can compete with fulvestrant for receptor-
site occupancy. In MCF-7 aromatase-transfected
xenografts, the combination of fulvestrant and an
aromatase inhibitor was more effective than either

treatment alone.” Furthermore, in model systems of
acquired resistance to long-term oestrogen deprivation,
breast cancer cells seem to be stimulated by low
residual amounts of oestrogens, which potentially
could be enhanced on withdrawal of oestrogen
suppression at the time of progression.”

Thus, a maximum double endocrine targeting
approach in the setting of acquired resistance to NSAIs
should be investigated with fulvestrant in combination
with continued oestrogen deprivation. The Study of
Faslodex with or without concomitant Arimidex vs

Exemestane following progression on non-steroidal
Aromatase inhibitors (SoFEA) was designed.
Exemestane was the appropriate standard of care
(control) at the time the trial was designed and was
compared with the then accepted optimum dosing
schedule for fulvestrant.
 
 

723 patients randomly assigned   
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Figure 1:Trial profile

Methods

Study design and participants
SoFEA was a phase 3 multicentre randomised controlled
trial that was done in 82 UK centres. Additionally,
investigators in South Korea expressed interest in joining
the trial. To simplify governance arrangements,a parallel
trial, sponsored by AstraZeneca and following the SoFEA
protocol and case report forms, was initiated. Patients
were recruited from four South Korean centres. The

SoFEA trial as presented here represents a composite of
the UK and South Korean initiatives.

Postmenopausal women with hormone-receptor-
positive breast cancer (ER positive or progesterone
receptor [PR] positive, or both) were eligible if they
relapsed or progressed with locally advanced or
metastatic disease on an NSAI. The NSAI had to have

been given as adjuvant treatment for at least 12 months,
or as first-line treatment for locally advanced or
metastatic disease for at least 6 months. Patients had to

have adequate haematological, hepatic, and renal
function, and a WHO performance status of 0-2.
Patients already established on bisphosphonate
treatment for at least 6 months or those who were due

to start bisphosphonate treatment for bone metastases
with other assessable sites of disease were eligible.
Patients could have previously received tamoxifen and
chemotherapy in the adjuvant or neoadjuvant setting or
chemotherapy as first-line treatment for metastatic
breast cancer followed by an NSAI alone for at least
6 months. Patients were excluded if they had rapidly
progressing visceral disease, malignancies other than
breast cancer in the previous 5 years (except for
adequately treated in-situ carcinoma of the cervix, or
basal-cell or squamous-cell carcinoma of the skin), or
thrombocytopenia (because ofthe risk of bleeding with
intramuscular injection of fulvestrant). Additionally,
patients who had received systemic corticosteroids for
more than 15 days in the 4 weeks before randomisation
were excluded.

In the UK,this trial was approved by the Medicines and
Healthcare products Regulatory Authority and
South West 2 Multi-Research Ethics Committee (MREC
03/6/77). In South Korea, the study was approved by
Korea Food and Drug Administration and local
institutional review boards. All patients provided written
informed consent. The Institute of Cancer Research-

Clinical Trials and Statistics Unit (ICR-CTSU; London,
UK) had overall responsibility for trial management; two
additional collaborating trials units, Cancer Clinical
Trials Team Information Services Division (Edinburgh,
UK) and C+R Research (Seoul, South Korea), were
responsible for regional data management. The trial
management group was responsible for day-to-day
running of the trial. The trial was overseen by an
independenttrial steering committee. Emerging safety
and efficacy data were confidentially reviewed regularly
by the independent data monitoring committee.
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Randomisation and masking
Patients were randomly assigned (1:1:1) to receive
fulvestrant plus anastrozole, fulvestrant plus placebo, or
exemestane. Computer-generated permuted blocks were
used, and stratification was by centre and previous use of
an NSAI as adjuvant treatmentor for locally advanced or
metastatic disease. Independent randomisation was by
telephone to ICR-CTSU and the Information Services
Division in the UK and AstraZeneca in South Korea.

Participants and investigators were aware of assignment
to fulvestrant or exemestane, but not of assignment to
anastrozole or placebo for patients in the groups assigned
to fulvestrant.

Procedures

Fulvestrant was given with a loading dose schedule of a
500 mg intramuscular injection into the gluteus
maximus on day 1, followed by 250 mginjections on
days 15 and 29. Thereafter, 250 mg intramuscular
injections were done every 28 days. Injections were given
slowly, over the course of at least 2 min. Anastrozole

Plasma oestradiol concentrations at baseline and

3 months were also measured as an exploratory endpoint
in a subset of patients who underwent randomisation
after Nov 19, 2007, and who consented to and contributed

at least one blood sample. Oestradiol analyses were done
by Pharmanet(Princeton, NJ, USA) by gaschromatography
tandem mass spectrometry with negative ion chemical
ionisation after derivatisation ofthe steroid. The sensitivity
of the assay was 0-625 pg/mL (2-3 pmol/L).

Statistical analysis
The sample size was based on two primary aims: to detect
an improvement in median PFS from 5-5 to 7-5 months
in patients allocated to fulvestrant plus anastrozole
compared with fulvestrant plus placebo, and from
4.0 to 5-5 months in patients allocated to fulvestrant
compared with exemestane. With a minimum follow-up
of 6 months, 5% significance level (two-sided), and 90%
power, 750 patients (250 per group) with 440 progression

Articles

 

Exemestane
(n=249)

66-0 (59-2-75:0)

Fulvestrantplus Fulvestrant plus
anastrozole (n=243) placebo (n=231)

63-4 (57-:0-73:5)

(1 mg), matched placebo, and exemestane (25 mg) were
given orally once daily. All treatments were given until
disease progression or withdrawal.

Data for treatment compliance were obtained for

 

Age at randomisation (years) 63-8 (57:0-72.0)
Hormone-receptor status

 
fulvestrant only, for which a delay was allowed for esExpeae OS 124 (54%) 132 (63%)
recovery from toxic effects. Dose reductions are not eRiposing Feriageue 38 (16%) 33 (14%) 23 (9%)
standard for the treatments investigated in this trial. ER positive, PRunkenown 83 G4) 71 31%) 91 (37%)
Timing of and reasons for treatment discontinuation siniieiaeiiaiiiaitiidilaie 20%) ACTH) 2 (198)
were recorded. Fulvestrant, anastrozole, and the ER unknaven, PRunknown Q 2 (0%) 1 (<1%)
anastrozole-matched placebo were supplied by nERS statis
AstraZeneca. Exemestane was dispensed from hospital Positive 7%) 14 (6%) 17 (7%)
pharmaciesor via the patient’s primary-care physician. Negative 122(50%) 141 (61%) 142 (57%)

Clinical assessment and toxicity reporting occurred Eke) 104 (43%) 76 (33%) 90 (36%)
monthly during the first 6 months, and every 3 months Previous tamoxifenin adjuvant setting 171 (70%) 170 (74%) 166 (67%)
thereafter while treatment continued. Tumour assessment Timefrom primary diagnosis to first 5.0 (2:3-10:0) 5-1 (2:4-9-7) 5.2 (2:0-10-2)

with Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors relapee Gee's)
(RECIST: version 1.0) was done every 3 months and at lente) before randomisation 21.5 (13-4-34-0) 21.2 (12.0-34.5) 20-1 (12:9-32-9)
discontinuation or withdrawal from treatment. Adverse wager merece eorete
events were graded according to National Cancer Institute
Common Toxicity Criteria (version 3.0) and coded with the
Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA;
version 14.0), with central clinical review by SRDJ.

Locally advanced or metastatic breastcancer

NSAIsetting and time on NSAI

20:1 (12-6-29.2) 18-6 (11.7-33-1) 19.3 (12.1-31.0)

Adjuvant 42 (17%) 50 (22%) 42 (17%)

The primary endpoint was PFS, which was defined as Locally advanced or metastatic breast 44 (18%) AQ (21%) 51 (20%)
time from randomisation to progression of existing cancer; <1 year
disease, new sites of disease, second primary cancer if Locally advanced or metastatic breast 87 (36%) 61 (26%) 88 (35%)
change in systemic treatment was necessary, or death cancer; 1 to <2 years
from any cause. Secondary endpoints were overall Locally advanced or metastatic breast 70 (29%) 71 (31%) 68 (27%)
survival (time from randomisation to death from any coiSeInEe Vea
cause), objective response (proportion achieving siteatrelapee
complete or partial response ontrial treatment), clinical Misceial 138 67%) 148 102%) 145 (58%)
benefit (proportion achieving complete or partial SOTUUANGET NEGS Se 28e) 30(22%) 7A 29%)
response,or stable disease for at least 6 monthsontrial Bsus 37 (15%) 37 (16%) 32 (13%)
treatment), duration of response or clinical benefit (PFS
in patients who had an objective response or clinical
benefit), time to treatment failure (not reported here),
and tolerability and safety.

Data are n (%) or median (IQR), ER=oestrogen receptor. PR=progesterone receptor, NSAl=non-steroidal aromatase
inhibitor. *Data missing for one patient assigned to fulvestrant plus placebo and one assigned to exemestane. 

Table 1: Baseline characteristics
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events in the two fulvestrant groups were needed for the
principal analysis. Because ofa long period ofrecruitment,
in 2010, the independent data monitoring committee
agreed that the data were sufficiently mature for
723 enrolled patients to answer the principal questions
with the same number of events, but in a smaller total

numberofpatients who had been followed up for a longer
period than originally anticipated.

The principal efficacy analyses includedall patients who
underwent randomisation on an intention-to-treat basis.

Survival endpoints were shown graphically with Kaplan-
Meier plots, and treatment comparisons made with the
log-rank test. Hazard ratios (HRs) were obtained from Cox

proportional hazards regression models, with HRsofless
than 1 favouring fulvestrant plus anastrozole in the
comparison of fulvestrant plus placebo and fulvestrant
plus anastrozole, and fulvestrant plus placebo in the
comparison of fulvestrant plus placebo and exemestane.
The proportionality assumption of the Cox model was
tested with Schoenfeld residuals, and was shown to hold.

Subgroup analyses were reported with forest plots for
age at randomisation, ER and PR status, HER2 status,
time from diagnosis to first relapse, dominant site of
relapse, and NSAIsetting and time on NSAI combined.
In view of the absence of standard prognostic factors in
this setting, and to avoid overparameterisation of a
multivariable model, baseline characteristics were

 

  
 

A assessed for prognostic ability, irrespective of treatment
100 — Fulvestrant plus anastrozole (median 4-4 months, 95% C13-4-5-4) effect. Variables shown to be significant were combined
so ~~ Fulvestrart pls placebo (median Smonths, 95%13-6-55) ina multivariable model with a forward stepwise method.

‘Treatment was then added to the model to obtain the

a adjusted HR for treatment effect. Proportions of
& 70- responses were compared with Fisher’s exacttests.

g a5 Safety analyses were doneforall patients who received at
a least one dose oftrial treatment (as treated population).
= a ‘The worst grade of adverse event during trial treatment
2 40-4 was reported and compared with Fisher's exact tests.
a 30- All prespecified toxic effects and any MedDRA-coded event
= satisfying predefinedcriteria (ie, >10% frequency, p<0-01,
a or >1% difference in frequency between treatment groups)
10-| are presented. A significance level of <0-01 allowed some

3 HR 1-00 (95% Cl 0-83-1.-21); log-rank p=0-98 adjustment for multiple testing of toxicity endpoints.
9 3 é 4 » 15 ag a 24 Geometric mean oestradiol concentrations were calculatedNumber atrisk

by treatment group at each timepoint.Fulvestrantplus 2 148 8 6 1 2 ‘ 1 : a ‘
enateeae “8 ‘ ° 7 ° * 3 , 3 This analysis includes all data received and processed.

Fulvestrant plus 231 149 90 55 44 29 18 2 i by Jan 3, 2012. Data were collated at ICR-CTSU, where allplacebo
interim and final analyses were done. Central statistical

B monitoring was done by ICR-CTSU and was supple-
mented by selected on-site source documentverification.

 
 

 
100 — Fulvestrantplus placebo (median 4-8 months, 95% Cl 3.6-5-5)

— Exemestane (median 3-4 months, 95% C13-0-4-6) All analyses were donein Stata (version 10.1).
oa This trial is registered as an International Standard
go Randomised Controlled Trial, number ISRCTN44195747,

= 7 and with ClinicalTrials.gov, numbers NCT00253422 (UK)
z and NCT00944918 (South Korea).
= 604

g 50- Role of the funding source
‘¢ The trial was cosponsored by The Royal Marsden NHS
¥ 407 Foundation Trust and The Institute of Cancer Research in
8 304 the UK; AstraZeneca sponsored the trial in South Korea.

2p-| The funders had no role in data collection, data analysis,

ol data interpretation, or writing of the report. The study
HRN (OSmeCLOEST-Lay. lanaNs design was peer-reviewed by Cancer Research UK and the

0 protocol was approved by the trial sponsors and0 3 6 9 rv) 15 18 2 24
AstraZeneca. SRDJ, LSK, and JMB had full accessto all

rea the data in the study, and SRDJ had final responsibility forFulvestrant plus 231 149 90 55 44 29 18 12 11
placebo the decision to submit for publication.

Exemestane 249 137 88 64 42 30 21 17 13

Timefrom randomisation (months)

 
 

Results

Between March 26, 2004, and Aug 6, 2010, 723 patients
underwent randomisation (figure 1): 698 from the UK

Figure 2: Progression-free survival
(A) Fulvestrant plus anastrozole vs fulvestrant plus placebo.(B) Fulvestrant plus placebo vs exemestane.
HR=hazard ratio.
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and 25 from South Korea. Baseline characteristics, such

as time from diagnosis to first relapse and sites of
dominant disease, are representative of a population of
patients with hormone-receptor-positive metastatic
breast cancer(table 1). 589 (81%) had previously received
an NSAIin the locally advanced or metastatic setting for
a median of 19-3 months (IQR 12-1-31-2; table 1),
suggesting that this population had a good response to
previous NSAI treatment. Four patients assigned to
fulvestrant plus anastrozole missed a_fulvestrant
injection, and 109 patients (50 assigned to fulvestrant
plus anastrozole; 59 assigned to fulvestrant plus placebo)
had at least one scheduled fulvestrant dose delay.

After a median follow-upin all patients of 37-9 months
(IQR 23-1-50-8), 689 progression events were reported:
235 in patients assigned to fulvestrant plus anastrozole,

www.thelancet.com/oncology Vol14 September 2013

221 in those assignedto fulvestrant plus placebo, and 233
in those assigned to exemestane. No difference in PFS
was recorded between patients assigned to fulvestrant
plus anastrozole and fulvestrantplus placebo, or between
those assignedto fulvestrant plus placebo and exemestane
(figure 2). A multivariable analysis with adjustment for
time from diagnosis to first relapse, number of disease
sites present at baseline, and NSAI setting and time on
NSAIdid not substantially affect estimates of treatment
effect (fulvestrant plus anastrozole vs fulvestrant plus
placebo: HR 1-05, 95% CI 0-87-1- 26, p=0-62; fulvestrant
plus placebo vs exemestane: 0-92, 0-77-1-11, p=0-41).
Subgroup analyses were consistent with the overall effect
on PFS(figure 3).

508 patients had died: 168 (69%) assigned to fulvestrant
plus anastrozole, 167 (72%) to fulvestrant plus placebo,

AstraZeneca Exhibit 2063 p. 5

A B

n Hazard ratio (95% Cl) n Hazard ratio (95% Cl)

Age at randomisation (years)
<50 45 ———-84 0:90 (0:49-1:67) 27 fp_>—_——p 151(0:59-3-85)

50-64 211 —_H— 0:92 (0:70-1:21) 210 —_}—_ 0:94 (0:72-1:25)
65-75 129 —_ 01 (0-70-1-44) 135 — 0:81 (0-57-1-15)
375 89 ee .06 (0:69-1:63) 108 —_HH0:95 (0:64-1:42)
ER and PR status*

ER positive, PR positive 244 —j- 0-85 (0-66-1.10) 256 —_t— 0-94 (0:71-1:23)
ER positive, PR negative 71 —_It0— 130 (0-80-2.10) 56 ——__— 0:85 (0:49-1:48)
ER positive, PR unknown 154 —______—__ 17 (0:84-1:63) 162 —_?_—— 0:93 (0:67-1:29)
HER2 status

HER2 negate 263 —]y}—- 0:95 (0:75-1:22) 283 —_s 1.06 (0:83-1:34)HER2 positive 31 1.44(0.68-3.05) 31 q¢—___ 0:20 (0-08-0-51)
HER2 unknown 180 = ‘03 (0-76-1-40) 166 — 0:93 (0:68-1:27)
Time from diagnosis tofirst relapse (years)
<1 72 — 0:90 (0-56-1-46) 79 —_}— 118 074-189)
13 13 —>—1a 134 (084-215) 75 ssa]]TqIE 1-13 (0-71-1-80)
3to <5 88 —_itWH—_ 0:89 (0:58-1:37) 82 —3———_—_—. 0.98 (0-62-1:53)

35 241 —fii_- .06 (0:82-1:38) 244 + 0-81 (0-62-1.05)
Dominantsite of relapse

Visceral 281 —Ht- ‘10 (0:86-1:39) 288 —_}— 0-93 (0-73-1:18)
Soft tissue or node 118 ——_y+—_____ 0-98 (0-67-1:43) 121 —__]?}__W__ 0:79 (0:54-1:16)
Bone 74 —_m—____—_——_ 0:99 (0:61-159) 69 ts 137 (0:83-2:25)
NSAIsetting and time on NSAI
Adjuvant 92 ———— 0:97 (0:64-1:47) 92 — 0:90 (059-138)
Locally advanced or metastatic breast cancer

<1 year 93 —_ 0.95 (0-63-1-44) 100 te_1.27(0.84-1.91)

1 to <2 years 148 —_——_IBH 1:26 (0:90-1:77) 149 —}+_++ 0-75 (0:54-1:06)
22 141 —_— 0:85 (0:60-1:19) 139 —_|_e—_____ 1.06 (0:75-1:50)

Country

UK 459—Va 1.00 (0:83-1:20) 465 a 0-96 (0:80-1:16)
South Korea 15 p> 174 (0-46-6-62) 15 2 P 0-54 (0-14-2-05)

Overall ATAE —iy— 1.05 (0:87-1-26) 480% - 0:92 (0-77-1-11)
o1 06 1:0 12 20 o 06 1-0 12 20

<< —> + —>
Favoursfulvestrant plus anastrozole Favours fulvestrant plus placebo Favours fulvestrant plus placebo—Favours exemestane

Figure 3: Subgroup analyses of progression-free survival
(A) Fulvestrant plus anastrozole vs fulvestrant plus placebo. (B) Fulvestrant plus placebo vs exemestane, ER=oestrogen receptor. PR=progesterone receptor. NSAl=non-steroidal aromatase inhibitor.
*Data for the few patients with ER-negativeor unknown, and PR-positive disease, and those with unknown hormone-receptor-status not shown here, {Data missing for one patient assigned to
ulvestrant plus placebo and one assigned to exemestane. tAdjusted for time fromdiagnosis to first relapse, numberof disease sites at baseline, and NSAI setting and time on NSAI.
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